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Introduction 

Lovely weather at the minute, I hope you can get in the sunshine for a while. 

Challenge 1 (English) 

Reading – Why do we need to read? Please do some, about 20 minutes a day. 

English writing (2 days) 

We are going to write a fantasy story involving flight. It needs to be about 2 pages long. It can be 
typed on a computer or handwritten.  

It can be first person or third. I suggest you start somewhere exciting and solve a problem before 
getting home. However, you do not have to. Do not try to write a whole book! 

Today is a preparation day, I suggest you draw a story mountain or box-up the story. You can choose 
your planning technique. I want everyone to aim for 3 well-chosen words per paragraph. Also aim 
high with your punctuation. Can you include dialogue between two characters? 

Here is the boxing up method: 
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Challenge 2 (Maths) Mental 

I want you to investigate the games area of mymaths. There are some excellent activities there that 
can help your mental maths. Try some of the beat the clock games, L4 or L5. They are similar to the 
brainstrain we do. 

 

 

Main task decimals: Percentage day 3 

The task is set on my maths. Make sure you do the learning unit first before, the online homework 
sections. 
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Topic 

As we are looking at flight watch this video about the next type of space travel: 

https://www.reachoutreporter.com/video/how-does-a-solar-sail-work/  

Would you like to go into space? 

 

Wellbeing 

Please watch this video on class story. It is part three of three it will help you understand how to 
persevere.  

 


